Directions: Complete this form, then answer question 7 on a separate, type written document. When this assignment is due, turn in this form and your type written response to question 7.

Your Name: ___________________ Name you go by: ___________________

1. Have you taken M-0305 (Beginning Algebra) at Collin (or an equivalent course through another college)? □ Yes □ No

2. Have you taken M-0310 (Intermediate Algebra – this course) previously at Collin (or an equivalent course through another college)? □ Yes □ No

3. How many hours per week do you work? _________

4. How many college courses are you registered for this semester? _________
   Which? ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

5. What was the most recent math course you completed? When?
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

6. What are your academic interests/educational goals (degree, certificate, other)?
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

Directions: Address the subject of question 7 on your own paper. Use complete sentences and appropriate grammar. Your response to any particular part of question 7 can be any length but your combined responses should be approximately one page, type written, double spaced.

7. What should I know about you to help you be more successful in this class? Tell me about your prior experiences with mathematics. Discuss your expectations about this class and tell me what other math courses you plan to take.